1. All numerals are approx. 3 1/4" wide except numeral "1" which is approx. 5/8" wide.
2. Spacing between the numeral "1" and any other numeral is 1". Spacing between all other numerals is 3/4".
3. Traffic Barrier Connections between the bridge and the approaching roadway vary and may consist of concrete barrier extensions. Install the Date Numerals on the traffic barrier of the bridge itself.

DATE LOCATION - SEE DETAIL

BRIDGE TRAFFIC BARRIER (TYP.)

DATE LOCATION ON TWO-WAY BRIDGES

DATE LOCATION ON ONE-WAY BRIDGES

ALIGN THE NUMERALS PARALLEL TO TOP OF TRAFFIC BARRIER

TOP OF TRAFFIC BARRIER

ALIGNED NUMERALS

DATE NUMERALS 6' - 2"

BRIDGE END - SEE NOTE 3

DATE NUMERALS - SEE DETAILS

DATE NUMERALS DETAILS

TYPICAL DATE NUMERALS

TYPICAL SECTION VIEW

NUMERAL "1"

TYPICAL DATE NUMERALS

DATE NUMERAL DETAIL

DATE NUMERAL PLACEMENT ON BRIDGE TRAFFIC BARRIER STANDARD PLAN E-1

PERSPECTIVE VIEW
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